Software Developers (Web, Mobile, And AEM Developers)

Job Description

Here at Ensemble, it’s plain and simple, we make software – and it’s clear that our employees are the ones who make each of our projects a success. We’re proud of what we do, and we’re committed to giving you the correct tools to do your job, and do it well.

Ensemble is currently on the lookout for versatile **Software Developers** who are interested in leveraging the latest technologies to build software solutions. Joining Ensemble will open the doors for you to work on projects for world-class companies using the newest technologies and most up-to-date devices on the market.

We do projects of all types including website development, Adobe Experience Manager projects, and apps for mobile devices. So, if you are a web developer, a mobile application developer, or have experience in Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), we invite you to apply.

Do you have what it takes to join our team?

**Qualified candidates will need:**

- Experience with object-oriented languages (Java or C# preferably)
- Experience with web development technologies (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript)

In addition to the requirements above, if you have experience in any the following areas, it would put you at a distinct advantage:

**Web development:**

- Experience with JavaScript frameworks (e.g. React, Knockout, Angular) and object oriented and functional JavaScript concepts
- Experience building and managing websites using web content management systems
- Relevant experience in Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), Drupal, WordPress, Magnolia, Fatwire, Vignette, or other web content management systems will be considered

**Mobile Application Development:**

- Experience with native development for iOS, and Android
- Experience with JavaScript
- Experience with mobile application frameworks (e.g. Cordova, React Native)
- Knowledge of building apps for smart TV’s or connected devices such as Roku, FireTV, AndroidTV, tvOS, Xbox One, PS4 is an asset

**AEM Development:**
Experience migrating existing websites to AEM 6.x
Experience developing AEM components and templates
Experience leveraging CRX as a repository
Experience developing AEM workflows and services

Regardless of what programming language you specialize in, it is essential that you are flexible and have the ability to learn new technologies quickly. You can expect to further develop your existing skills in many areas, including development for both the web and mobile applications. Ensemble has a team of over 65 developers, and encourages knowledge sharing amongst fellow coworkers. So, if you have a strong overall foundation in software programming, but are light in a few areas, please still apply.

Along with a keen desire to succeed, we are searching for individuals who enjoy working in a collaborative team environment. If you have excellent communication and time management skills, paired with a winning attitude and an unparalleled work ethic, then you would be a good fit for Ensemble - we want to hear from you.

More About Ensemble:

At Ensemble, we believe in supporting a healthy work/life balance for all employees, which is why we offer flexible working hours. We also host regular social events such as monthly birthday lunches, the annual Christmas party, summer family barbeques, Halloween costume competitions, ping pong matches, gaming nights, and company-paid fitness/sporting activities, and more.

Over the course of our 24 years in business, we have built a strong company foundation, with each of the core members of our management team having been with the company for an average of 18 years. We also aim to promote from within first to ensure that we retain our greatest asset – our employees.

Our work environment encourages collaboration, productivity, and growth. If you share our values and want to help Ensemble grow, apply today.